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An Air Europa plane assisting with the evacuation of Afghanistan refugees. PJS
coordinated some of these evacuations, but not this particular flight. Pablo Blazquez

Dominguez/Getty

Beware Russia’s next move
Michael O’Hanlon (Opinion Contributor) - The Hill

With many Russian forces in ragged retreat from the vicinity of Kyiv and other cities
in Ukraine’s north, Ukrainian forces are justifiably proud of their resilience, and
some friends of Ukraine are starting to make statements such as “the big war is lost
for Russia.”

Beyond the obvious facts that fighting remains intense in the south, as well as the east,
and that artillery and missile strikes as well as aerial bombardment prevail
throughout much of the country, this kind of thinking is careless.

Perhaps the biggest risk right now is the ongoing danger to President Volodymyr
Zelensky himself, together with his top advisers and military leaders. They must make
every effort to maintain their own security and safety; a decapitation attack, already
attempted by Russia at least twice since Feb. 24 — and possibly more
times, according to one of his advisers — could quickly swing the tide of battle, if
successful.

For inspiration, Zelensky, the former actor, comedian and writer, can look to the
movies. Two characters in particular come to mind. One is the aging “Godfather”
advising his son, Michael Corleone, of the inevitable assassination attempts to come
from other Mafia families, and warning him of how to stay safe by sniffing out the
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ringleaders. The other is the famous “Q” in James Bond movies — the clever chap
from British intelligence wielding the latest invention that 007 can use to fend off or
kill an adversary when finding himself in a fix.

In this day and age, the fantastical technologies that Q developed for the fictional
world are all too real. Leave aside the knives emanating from briefcases or machine
guns emerging from a car’s headlight cavities. The real danger for Zelensky is
surveillance technology that could give Russia information on his real-time
whereabouts if he is not meticulously careful.

Zelensky undoubtedly is moving from location to location and avoiding the systematic
use of any given cell phone or satellite phone known to Russian intelligence
capabilities.

But he must worry about several other possible threats, such as:
Closed-circuit television that departing Russian forces may have set up in towns they
are now vacating — towns they know Zelensky will visit soon;
Voice detection technology in these and other locations that could identify Zelensky
when he speaks; and
Pop-up drones, whether remotely activated or set to a timer, that could gain quick
information about something like a presidential motorcade.

With information gleaned from any such sensor technologies, Russia might undertake
quick air or missile attacks that could reach their destination within minutes of
launch.

It might even have pre-deployed weapons loaded on drones or other objects hidden in
the towns of northern Ukraine that are now being reclaimed by government forces as
the Russians retreat, shortening and tightening the “kill chain.”

There potentially will be many other threats in coming days and weeks. I worry, as
well, about what Russian forces, refit with new recruits and stocks of fresh technology,
may be able to do in the open country of eastern and central Ukraine when the
ground firms up in June.

And, of course, intense territorial struggles continue now in the east and southeast of
the country. But a knockout blow against Ukraine’s government is what Russian
President Vladimir Putin most wants, and expected to achieve, all along.

He likely will try for it again.

China makes semi-secret delivery of missiles to Serbia
Dusan Stojanovic - Associated Press (AP)
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Associated Press

BELGRADE, Serbia (AP) — Russian ally Serbia took the delivery of a sophisticated
Chinese anti-aircraft system in a veiled operation this weekend, amid Western
concerns that an arms buildup in the Balkans at the time of the war in Ukraine could
threaten the fragile peace in the region.

Associated Press FILE - A Y-20 transport aircraft of the Chinese People's Liberation
Army (PLA) Air Force is displayed during the 12th China International Aviation and
Aerospace Exhibition, also known as Airshow China 2018, on Nov. 6, 2018, in Zhuhai

city, southern China.

Media and military experts said Sunday, April 10, 2022 that six Chinese Air Force
Y-20 transport planes landed at Belgrade's commercial airport early Saturday,
reportedly carrying HQ-22 surface-to-air missile systems for the Serbian military.(AP
Photo/Kin Cheung, File)



The Chinese cargo planes with military markings were pictured at Belgrade's Nikola
Tesla airport. Serbia's defense ministry did not immediately respond to AP’s request
for comment.

The arms delivery over the territory of at least two NATO member states, Turkey and
Bulgaria, was seen by experts as a demonstration of China’s growing global reach.

“The Y-20s’ appearance raised eyebrows because they flew en masse as opposed to a
series of single-aircraft flights,” wrote The Warzone online magazine. “The Y-20′s
presence in Europe in any numbers is also still a fairly new development.”

Serbian military analyst Aleksandar Radic said that “the Chinese carried out their
demonstration of force.”

Serbian President Aleksandar Vucic all but confirmed the delivery of the
medium-range system that was agreed in 2019, saying on Saturday that he will
present “the newest pride” of the Serbian military on Tuesday or Wednesday.

He had earlier complained that NATO countries, which represent most of Serbia’s
neighbors, are refusing to allow the system’s delivery flights over their territories
amid tensions over Russia’s aggression on Ukraine.

Although Serbia has voted in favor of U.N. resolutions that condemn the bloody
Russian attacks in Ukraine, it has refused to join international sanctions against its
allies in Moscow or outright criticize the apparent atrocities committed by the
Russian troops there.

Back in 2020, U.S. officials warned Belgrade against the purchase of HQ-22
anti-aircraft systems, whose export version is known as FK-3. They said that if Serbia
really wants to join the European Union and other Western alliances, it must align its
military equipment with Western standards.

The Chinese missile system has been widely compared to the American Patriot and
the Russian S-300 surface-to-air missile systems although it has a shorter range than
more advanced S-300s. Serbia will be the first operator of the Chinese missiles in
Europe.

Serbia was at war with its neighbors in the 1990s. The country, which is formally
seeking EU membership, has already been boosting its armed forces with Russian and
Chinese arms, including warplanes, battle tanks and other equipment.

In 2020, it took delivery of Chengdu Pterodactyl-1 drones, known in China as Wing
Loong. The combat drones are able to strike targets with bombs and missiles and can
be used for reconnaissance tasks.

There are fears in the West that the arming of Serbia by Russia and China could
encourage the Balkan country toward another war, especially against its former
province of Kosovo that proclaimed independence in 2008. Serbia, Russia and China
don’t recognize Kosovo’s statehood, while the United States and most Western
countries do.



Russian Troops Took Highly Radioactive 'Souvenirs' From Chernobyl: Ukraine
Natalie Colarossi - Newsweek
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Russian soldiers allegedly stole highly radioactive items as "souvenirs” from
laboratories in Chernobyl, a Ukrainian agency said this weekend.

The troops looted and destroyed two laboratories in the Chernobyl exclusion zone
that are used to study radiation influence, substance characteristics, and other
radioactive uses, according to a Facebook post by the State Agency of Ukraine for
Exclusion Zone Management.

In an act of "nuclear terrorism,” the troops allegedly entered a repository of ionizing
radiation sources in one laboratory and "stole and damaged 133 sources with a total
activity of about seven million becquerels,” the agency said.

That number is comparable to 1,534 pounds of radioactive waste with the presence of
beta and gamma radiation, it added.
"Even a small portion of this activity is deadly dangerous when unprofessional and
uncontrollable behavior with it,” the agency said.

Russian troops also allegedly stole computers and other office equipment from a
laboratory in the NPP Security Institute, according to the agency.

The agency said the laboratories also contained sources of ionizing radiation and
samples of fuel-containing materials, and their whereabouts are currently unknown.

It is possible those items were removed and left elsewhere in the exclusion zone, but
such an act would pose a safety risk to staff members.

"If radioactive materials were left in the exclusion zone, 'discarded,' this is a risk for
staff, which further emphasizes the importance of immediate recovery of
radiation-dosimetric studies and the removal of these highly active sources in

https://www.facebook.com/dazv.gov.ua/posts/351817566984231


specialties not a storage unit. After checking for the absence of measurements and the
availability of equipment, this activity will be immediately restored,” the agency said.

However, the agency noted that it is more likely that the items were taken by Russian
troops as "souvenirs.”
"In the case of carrying such a souvenir with you for 2 weeks, radiation burns are
guaranteed and radiation diseases and non-reversible processes in the body begin,”
the Ukrainian agency said.

It added that such an irresponsible act should result in the soldiers receiving the
"Darwin Prize”—a sarcastic prize that recognizes individuals who contribute to
human evolution by accidentally killing or sterilizing themselves.

Chernobyl, located north of Kyiv, has been contaminated with highly dangerous
radioactive materials since one of the world's worst nuclear disasters occurred at its
nuclear power plant in 1986.

When Russian forces began their invasion of Ukraine on February 24, they seized
control of the power plant and exclusion zone. However, the Pentagon and Ukrainian
forces announced late last month that troops have since withdrawn from the area.

Newsweek reached out to the foreign ministries of both Ukraine and Russia for
comment.

The 'fairytale' French castles being used to shelter Ukrainian refugees
Guédelon Castle and Château de Saint-Fargeau have become sanctuaries for 30
refugees fleeing the war in Ukraine.
Joshua Zitser - Business Insider

Guédelon Castle in France. Joshua Zitser/Insider
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Tucked away in the Bourgogne-Franche-Comté region of France sits a Medieval-style
castle. It's the off-season for Guédelon, an experimental replica of a traditional
13th-century castle, and the usual busloads of tourists are nowhere to be seen.

Surrounding the stunning building is a forest filled with the sound of birdsong. There
is little to disturb the tranquil scene apart from the occasional barking of a dog in the
rustic distance.

For Kristi Viniar, a refugee from Kyiv, listening to nature's "magical” sounds at the
"fairytale” castle is a welcome reprieve from her daily worries.
"We watch the news, cry, watch the news, cry," she told Insider. "But the atmosphere
at Guédelon relaxes our souls."
It's poles apart from what her friends back home in Ukraine hear.
"Children are staying in underground shelters, little children hearing the awful
sounds of bombing," she said.

Kristi, left, Emma, center, and Max, right, pose for a family photo. Kristi
Vinyar/Insider

Kristi and her husband, Max Viniar, ran a successful maritime agency in Kyiv.

They were returning from a vacation in Dubai with their daughters Emma, three, and
Neya, one, on the morning of February 24 when their plane was suddenly diverted to
Moldova. "We didn't know what was happening,” Kristi said.

Hours later, they found out that Russian President Vladimir Putin had ordered the
invasion of Ukraine and that bombs were falling on their beloved homeland.
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Ukrainian rescuers work to clear the rubble after the collapse of buildings destroyed
by the Russian army in Borodyanka city near Kyiv, Ukraine, 09 April 2022. Maxym

Marusenko/NurPhoto via Getty Images

An exterior shot of Guédelon Castle. Émilie Guyot/ Guédelon

With nothing but suitcases filled with t-shirts, shorts, and swimming costumes, Kristi
and Max realized they could not return home anytime soon. Their life as they knew it
was over.

"'Refugees used to be just a word for us, and now we are refugees,” Kristi said.
"When you watch Afghanistan and Syria on TV, it's another world, but you never
expect it to happen to you.”

The Viniars moved between three countries in a week, relying on the generosity of
strangers in Moldova, Romania, and France to house them.



During a short stay with an old friend in Paris, the family was connected with the
staff at Guédelon Castle, who offered them a chance to take shelter there.

It's a real fairytale, it's historic, it's a really magical place.
"We didn't know what Guédelon was. We just thought it was a house that was empty,”
Kristi said. "But when we arrived, we were in admiration.”

Kristi said they were awestruck when they realized they'd be living on the grounds of
a castle. "It's a real fairytale. It's historic. It's a really magical place,” she said. She
joked that her daughter Emma felt as if she was a Disney princess.
But even more magical than their surroundings, Kristi explained, were the people
who showed her family kindness during their two-week stay.

The exterior of Guédelon Castle. Sarah Preston/Guédelon Castle.

Peter, a Ukrainian refugee, crosses the bridge into Guédelon Castle. Joshua
Zitser/Insider



An aerial view of Guédelon Castle. Sarah Preston/Guédelon

Guédelon's managing director Maryline Martin was part of the family's welcoming
committee at the castle on March 6.
"When Max and Kristi arrived, they were completely lost,” she told Insider.
"They'd spent days going from airport to airport, and they were really in a state of
shock.”

The staff at the castle, who were gearing up for tourist season, took time out of their
days to shower their guests with toys for the children, household essentials, and food.

Their stay at Guédelon gave them a moment of pause, Martin said, but it was clear
that it could not be a long-term solution.

Maryline Martin holds Neya Viniar at Guédelon Castle. Insider



Neya Viniar in the farm of Château de Saint-Fargeau. Insider

"It might be a fairytale, but you're stuck in the middle of a forest,” she said. "Life here
is not so fine. They need a car, job, school, friends. It's not possible.”

So, using her contacts with the local prefecture, she helped them secure a home in
Auxerre — a small town about 30 miles away. They still visit, but their farewell as
residents of Guédelon was tear-filled.
"It was a difficult, very emotional goodbye,” Martin said. "You sensed a need to hold
onto us.”

But while one family was leaving, several other Ukrainian refugees were welcomed at
nearby Château de Saint-Fargeau — a 15-minute drive from Guédelon.

A Ukrainian flag on display outside of the Château de Saint-Fargeau in
France. Joshua Zitser/Insider



The Renaissance chateau sits atop a hill in sleepy Saint-Fargeau. A Ukrainian flag is
attached to the front of the building, above the portcullis, matching the pro-Ukraine
stickers and graffiti scattered across the provincial town.
Château de Saint-Fargeau was built in 1453. Since then, it has housed bishops,
wealthy merchants, aristocracy, and French royalty. Now, it's a home for the refugees
of Putin's war.
The wealthy Guyot family, who also helped found Guédelon, purchased it in 1977 and
it has operated as a tourist attraction ever since.

Refugees from Ukraine congregate in Château de Saint-Fargeau. Insider

Knight's armor on display in Château de Saint-Fargeau. Insider

Émilie Guyot, the daughter of the owner Michel Guyot, told Insider that it was a
no-brainer to welcome refugees to stay at Château de Saint-Fargeau.



"Unlike the other exoduses that we've seen, whether from Syria or elsewhere, we've
never had the situation where people were actually at the gates asking for help,” she
said. "There was no way we were going to turn them away.”

The first people to arrive were the Sidlauskas family. Andrius Sidlauskas, who lives in
the UK, was accompanied by his mother-in-law, niece, and nephew, who had fled
from Ukraine.
Shortly after, they were joined by Yakiv Voloshchuk, his wife Oksana, and their
15-year-old daughter Veronika.

Both families stayed at the chateau while waiting for their family visas to the UK to
come through. It really does put your faith back into humanity. They received a warm
welcome to Saint-Fargeau. Their hosts had pulled out all of the stops to settle them in.

"When we got there, the fridge was fully-stocked, and my jaw dropped,” Sidlauskas
told Insider.
"There were pizzas, croissants, baguettes, bottles of wine at our disposal.”

The generosity, he said, was almost overwhelming. "It really does put your faith back
into humanity,” he said.

Voloshchuk told Insider that he was also filled with gratitude for the welcoming
reception.
"The French people were so good to us,” he told Insider.
"They put us up, gave us accommodation. Michel and Émilie Guyot are beautiful
people.”

Refugees from Ukraine enjoy a picnic on the grounds of Château de
Saint-Fargeau. Insider
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A child from Ukraine rides a horse on the farmyard of Château de
Saint-Fargeau. Insider

Families play with the farm animals on the grounds of Château de
Saint-Fargeau. Insider

Over the following days, the refugee families were kept busy with activities; horse
riding, playing with farm animals, and singalongs.

New friendships formed, and families merged as the Ukrainian children became
inseparable from Guyot's kids.

The Voloshchuks and Sidlauskas moved out, eventually receiving their visas to the UK,
and other Ukrainian families immediately filled their spots.



In total, 30 people have stayed at the two castles since the outbreak of the war in
Ukraine.

By all accounts, staying at Château de Saint-Fargeau is therapeutic and idyllic — a
far cry from the situation the Ukrainians had just escaped.

Château de Saint-Fargeau. Emilie Guyot/ Château de Saint-Fargeau

But, the organizers of the scheme are keen to stress it's only a temporary solution.
"It's good and important to welcome people in an emergency situation, but very
quickly, you need an alternative solution behind housing, schools, employment,
medical cover," said Sarah Preston, an English woman who works as a press officer
at Saint-Fargeau.

"The easy thing is saying come in, but it's making sure that everything is in place
afterward,” she continued.

Preston has spent weeks working tirelessly to make sure the guests are happy and set
up for their new future.

She has played a vital role in finding Ukrainians needing a temporary home, reaching
out to them through social media, talking to her connections, and reading articles
online.

Having found them a place to stay, she's gone through great efforts to prepare them
for the next stage of the journey.



Sarah Preston and a Ukrainian refugee staying at Château de Saint-Fargeau. Joshua
Zitser/Insider

From left to right: Neya Viniar, Maryline Martin, Vira Davlodska, Michel Guyot,
Émilie Guyot, Kristi Viniar Insider

Preston has traveled with the refugees to Paris, two hours away, to interpret at visa
appointments, helped families move into temporary accommodation nearby, and
housed a family in her own home.

She's the go-to for the refugee's daily problems, with several referring to her as their
"angel.”



Preston is humble and reluctant to take credit. When congratulated on her hard work,
she quickly praises others for their support and teamwork.

For the Viniar family, there's only one way to show her thanks properly.
"In Ukraine, there are a lot of castles, too,” Kristi said.
"We hope the situation will be okay so we can invite her to visit.”

Seoul: North Korea destroying S. Korean-owned golf course
HYUNG-JIN KIM (Associated Press) - AP

Associated Press

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — North Korea is destroying a South Korean-owned golf
course at a scenic mountain resort in the second confirmed case of South Korean
assets being eliminated in an area where the rivals once ran a joint tour program,
officials said Tuesday in Seoul.

North Korea’s demolition of South Korean-built facilities at its Diamond Mountain
resort comes as ties between the countries remain strained over the North’s recent
series of high-profile missile tests.

Responding to queries by The Associated Press, Seoul’s Unification Ministry said it
has confirmed North Korea is demolishing the golf resort in addition to a South
Korean-owned hotel there. Last Friday, the ministry said North Korea was
dismantling the Haegumgang Hotel, a floating hotel docked at a coastal area in the
resort.

The ministry said it strongly urges North Korea to stop destroying the South Korean
facilities. It demanded North Korea return to talks to address the issue.

The two Koreas jointly ran a tour project at the resort for about 10 years during an
earlier era of inter-Korean detente. The tours drew an estimated 2 million South
Korean visitors and served as a rare source of foreign currency for the impoverished



North. But South Korea suspended the project in 2008 after one of its tourists was
fatally shot by a North Korean soldier there.

After their relations improved in 2018, the two Koreas pushed to resume stalled
cooperation projects including the mountain tours. But Seoul eventually failed to do
so without defying U.S.-led sanctions that kept the tours from restarting.

In 2019, North Korean leader Kim Jong Un ordered officials to tear down South
Korean-owned assets in the resort, but the demolition was delayed due to worries
about the spread of the coronavirus.

Associated Press FILE - Visitors enjoy the manicured lawn at the South
Korean-owned golf course at the Mount Kumgang resort, also known as Diamond

Mountain, in North Korea on Sept. 1, 2011. North Korea is destroying the golf course
in the second confirmed case of South Korean assets being eliminated in an area

where the rivals once ran a joint tour program, officials said Tuesday, April 12, 2022,
in Seoul. (AP Photo/Ng Han Guan, File)

North Korea has sought sanctions relief and other concessions from the United States
and South Korea to revive its moribund economy. Some experts say its recent
weapons testing activity was meant to perfect its missile technology and boost its
leverage in future negotiations with its rivals.

Besides the golf resort and floating hotel, South Korea owns other facilities in the
resort such as spas, a culture center, accommodations, a duty free shop, karaoke
rooms and a building used for reunions of Korean families separated by war. The fate
of those facilities was unclear.

The North’s state media reported Tuesday that a fire in the Diamond Mountain area
over the weekend destroyed unspecified facilities and hundreds of hectares of forests.
It said the blaze was put out on Sunday.



It wasn’t immediately known if the fire was related to the demolition of the South
Korean facilities at the resort. The South Korean Unification Ministry said it was
trying to find out if the fire caused any damage to its facilities in the resort.

Siding With Russia, China Says NATO Should Stop 'Confrontational Approach'
John Feng - Newsweek
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NATO's attempt to draw China away from Russia's orbit has failed. The West's
warnings against siding with Moscow have not only fallen on deaf ears, they have
also led to an almighty backlash out of Beijing.

When Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg recently expressed his dismay at China's
unwillingness to condemn Russia's war against Ukraine, he described Beijing's
posture as a "serious challenge" to the North Atlantic Alliance, which would have to
"take account of how China's growing influence and coercive policies affect our
security." Chinese diplomats immediately fired back.

On Monday, Zhao Lijian, a spokesperson for the Chinese Foreign Ministry, offered a
lengthy retort to Stoltenberg, which again framed NATO as outdated and accused it of
damaging the post-Cold War security order in Europe. The bloc was now attempting
to destabilize China's immediate neighborhood, too, said Zhao.

"For some time, the NATO head has disregarded facts and confounded black with
white when making groundless accusations, smears and attacks against China,” he
said without naming Stoltenberg.
"He has made irresponsible comments on China's foreign policies, touted the 'China
threat' and even used coercion on China recently.”
"NATO should immediately stop spreading disinformation and provocative remarks
targeting China, and abandon the confrontational approach of drawing ideological
lines,” Zhao said.
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"NATO has disrupted Europe. It should stop trying to destabilize Asia and the whole
world.”

To be sure, China had already aligned with Russia against NATO in January—weeks
before the invasion began and prior to Vladimir Putin's meeting with Xi Jinping in
Beijing—to announce the "no-limits” partnership between their nations. For the
seven weeks since the start of the war, the Chinese leadership has offered the
Kremlin political cover at the highest levels of global governance, abstaining
from UN resolutions and voting with Russia, even as a majority of member states
condemned Moscow's war and later suspended it from the Human Rights
Council—the first permanent member of the Security Council with such a record.

UK: All Options 'On The Table' If Putin Uses Chemical Weapons In Ukraine
Faced with questions from the press about the Bucha killings and the Kramatorsk
station missile strike, China has been largely unmoved, saying just enough to back an
independent investigation, while not forgetting to call attention to
the "very different assertions” by Moscow and Kyiv—a stance that threatens to
undermine efforts to rally international support for Ukraine and its people.

In addition, China has continued to voice opposition to the West's sweeping sanctions
against Russia, punishment that Volodymyr Zelensky's government is encouraging.
But as pressure from NATO—and the EU—mounts alongside the rising humanitarian
crisis in Ukraine, China has chosen to push back with a whole-of-government
campaign that seeks to challenge the West's suspicions about its quasi-alliance
with Russia.

Government officials, diplomats, state news outlets and political commentators
are peddling Russia's line and creating some of their own at the same time, in a move
to undercut the alliance's unity, which Beijing sees as imperiling its own geopolitical
interests in Asia.

Zhao called NATO's security policy "obsolete.” The alliance had "reduced itself to
some country's tool for hegemony," he said, an apparent reference to the United
States.

"NATO, a military organization in the North Atlantic, has traveled to the Asia-Pacific
to flex its muscles and provoke tensions in recent years.
NATO has been transgressing regions and fields and clamoring for a new Cold War
of bloc confrontation.
This gives ample reason for high vigilance and firm opposition from the international
community,” said the spokesperson, who argued China's rise was an opportunity for
the world rather than a threat.

The recent sentiments of the outward-facing Foreign Ministry have given China's
state-affiliated media a guideline by which to frame renewed criticisms of the West.

Leading the narratives that also appear in coverage by the country's broadcasters
and largest newspapers, the official Xinhua News Agency accused NATO of
undermining peace talks between Ukraine and Russia while also prolonging the war
with its weapons shipments.
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"Following the outbreak of the Russia-Ukraine military conflict, NATO countries
hurriedly joined Washington to obstruct a political settlement, fan the flames and
magnify regional conflict, provide Ukraine with money and weapons, and pummel
Russia with sweeping and indiscriminate sanctions,” an April 10 Xinhua editorial
said, apparently suggesting that a swift Ukrainian collapse and territorial
concessions to Putin were more favorable outcomes than a protracted European war
that would also impact the Chinese economy.

EAM Jaishankar tells US that India buys less oil from Russia than Europe; Shiv
Sena applauds
Free Press Journal

Free Press Journal

On a visit to the US for the US-India 2+2 Dialogue, External Affairs Minister Dr. S.
Jaishankar's sharp remarks in the US on India's oil purchase from Russia amounting
to "less than that of Europe in an afternoon" drew praise from the opposition today.

On Monday, Jaishankar made the comments when asked by reporters in the US,
during a joint press briefing, about President Joe Biden's push for India to cut energy
imports from Russia.

"I noticed you refer to oil purchases. If you are looking at energy purchases from
Russia, I would suggest that your attention should be focused on Europe. We do buy
some energy, which is necessary for our energy security. But I suspect looking at the
figures, probably our total purchases for the month would be less than what Europe
does in an afternoon,” said the Foreign Minister.

"Superb from EAM,” tweeted Shiv Sena MP Priyanka Chaturvedi, using clapping
emojis while sharing the video of Mr Jaishankar's comments. This was rare praise for
the government from the Shiv Sena, a former ally-turned-bitter rival of the ruling
BJP.



The Biden administration already made it clear that it does not want to see a
significant uptick in Russian energy imports by India, which has purchased at least 13
million barrels of discounted Russian crude since the country invaded Ukraine in late
February.

“The president … conveyed that we are here to help them diversify their means of
importing oil. The imports from the United States are already significant, much
bigger than the imports that they get from Russia,” Psaki told reporters.
“The president conveyed very clearly that it is not in their interests to increase that.”
She did not say whether the US had received any commitments from India on energy
imports.

Monday’s virtual talks, which preceded a “US-India 2+2 Ministerial” meeting,
included US Secretary of State Antony Blinken, US Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin,
Indian Minister of External Affairs Subrahmanyam Jaishankar and Indian Minister of
Defence Rajnath Singh.

The discussion came as New Delhi continues to try to balance its ties with Moscow
and the West, which has imposed a series of sanctions against Russia over the
Ukraine war and urged nations to move away from Russian energy supplies as a way
to exert pressure on President Vladimir Putin.

Jaishankar was addressing a joint news conference with Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh along with their American counterparts Secretary of State Antony Blinken and
Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin, after the conclusion of the 2+2 ministerial.

Jaishankar said India has made a number of statements (on Russia-Ukraine war)
which outline its position in the United Nations, in Indian Parliament, and in other
forums.
"And briefly, what those positions state is that we are against the conflict. We are for
dialogue and diplomacy. We are for urgent cessation of violence, and we are
prepared to contribute in whatever way to these objectives,” he asserted.

The White House too came in India's defence on the issue of oil purchase noting that
its total purchase is less than one and two per cent as against 10 per cent from the
United States.

"Did the President get a commitment from Prime Minister Modi not to accelerate or
increase imports of Russian energy?” White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki was
asked during her daily news conference.
"I'll let Prime Minister Modi and the Indians speak to that. Again, it's 1 to 2 per cent
at this point in time. They import 10 per cent from the United States. It is not a
violation of any sanctions or anything along those lines. It was a constructive, direct
conversation. But I will let them speak for themselves,” she said.

During the virtual summit earlier in the day, President Joe Biden conveyed that the
United States is here to help India to diversify their means of importing oil.
"The imports from the United States are already significant - or much bigger than the
imports that they get from Russia. And we, of course - the President conveyed very



clearly that it is not in their interest to increase that. But beyond that, I would let the
Indian leaders speak for themselves,” she said.

India, Ms Psaki told reporters, is not violating any sanctions by importing oil. "It's a
decision we made from the United States, but we also recognize different countries
have their own calculations,” she said.

Putin says peace talks at 'dead end,' US 'deeply' concerned about chemical
weapons: Live Ukraine updates
John Bacon, Tom Vanden Brook, Ella Lee & Celina Tebor, USA TODAY

Andriy Andriyenko, AP

Russia's audacious invasion of Ukraine is proceeding as planned and peace talks
have reached a "dead end," Russian President Vladimir Putin said Tuesday.

Putin, speaking at a joint press conference with ally Belarusian President Alexander
Lukashenko, accused Ukraine of violating agreements made during talks in Istanbul.
He once again dismissed images of bodies strewn in Bucha and other cities as staged
by Ukraine and said Russia's total focus is on supporting separatists in the eastern
Donbas region.

The war will “continue until its full completion and the fulfillment of the tasks that
have been set," Putin said. He said Russian was forced to invade Ukraine to protect
ethnic Russians in the separatists state of the Donbas region.

Mykhailo Podolyak, adviser to Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy took issue
with Putin's claims on Twitter: "Russia claimed their goal in is to 'protect people in
Donbas.' Right now mobile crematoria are burning people’s bodies in #Mariupol, the
second largest city of the region. Those who survived are dying from starvation. What
are you 'protecting' them from? From life?”

Latest developments



►Germany’s president says he wanted to visit Ukraine but "apparently wasn’t
wanted in Kyiv.” The German newspaper Bild quoted an unidentified Ukrainian
diplomat as saying President Frank-Walter Steinmeier is not welcome because of his
close relations with Russia in the past.

► A planned cyber attack by Russian military hackers on the besieged nation’s
power grid has been foiled, Ukrainian authorities said.

► The World Trade Organization revised its 2022 trade forecast downward to 3%
growth from 4.7%, saying the war and continued COVID-19 lock-downs are weighing
on world trade.

►Ukrainian police say they have launched a war crimes investigation after a
64-year-old man was killed by a mine in the northern village of Krasne, in an area
from which Russian forces recently retreated.

►The United Nations' children’s agency says nearly two-thirds of all Ukrainian
children have fled their homes in the six weeks since Russia’s invasion, and the
organization has verified that 142 children have been killed and 229 injured, though
the numbers are likely much higher.

US 'deeply concerned' over chemical weapons threat
Global concerns that Russia will resort to chemical weapons in Ukraine were rising
Tuesday after a separatist spokesman suggested to a Russian TV audience that
separatists may use chemicals against Ukrainian soldiers holed up at a giant steel
factory in Mariupol “to smoke them out of there.”

Eduard Basurin, who said 80% of the Mariupol port had been "liberated" by
Russian-backed separatists, was later quoted by the Inter-fax news agency as saying
separatist forces “haven’t used any chemical weapons in Mariupol.”

The comment came after a Ukrainian unit defending Mariupol claimed without
providing evidence that a drone had dropped a poisonous substance on its positions.

U. K. Foreign Secretary Liz Truss said officials were working to "urgently"
investigate what she called "a callous escalation" of the war. Pentagon press
secretary John Kirby called the reports of chemical weapons use "deeply
concerning."

Chemical weapons or not, the world should be prepared for a barbaric assault by
Russian troops in eastern Ukraine, Kirby said.

"I think sadly we can all expect that those same brutal tactics, that same disregard for
civilian life and civilian infrastructure will probably continue as they now focus in a
more geographically-confined area in the Donbas” Kirby said.

Russian convoy rolls toward strategic Ukraine city
A massive Russian resupply convoy in eastern Ukraine that could be crucial to the
invasion effort continues to make slow progress toward the strategic town of Izyum, a
senior Defense official said Tuesday.



The convoy is about 35 miles north of Izyum where Ukrainian forces are engaged in
heavy fighting with Russian forces, according to the official who spoke on condition
of anonymity to describe intelligence assessments. Russian forces remain about 12
miles south of the town.

The focus of the Russian invasion, which began Feb. 24, has moved into eastern and
southern Ukraine, the official said. Airstrikes have been concentrated in those areas.
The Russians have lost nearly 20% of the combat force that President Vladimir Putin
deployed for the attack, the official said.

Austrian chancellor gets 'no optimistic impression' from Putin meeting
Austrian Chancellor Karl Nehammer held "direct, open and tough" talks with Russian
President Vladimir Putin in Moscow and said the outlook for ending the war
remained bleak.

The Austrian chancellor emphasized that the trip had not been a "friendly visit,”
adding that he had brought up the issue of war crimes and stressed that "all those
who are responsible will be held to account,’ according to Austrian media.

Nehammer said he had "no optimistic impression" and urged civilians to flee the
offensive Russia is expected to launch in eastern Ukraine. "This battle will be fought
with vehemence,’ he said.

Mariupol mayor: Death toll could reach 20,000; Russia conceals carnage
More than 10,000 civilians have been killed in the besieged city of Mariupol since
the Russian invasion of Ukraine in February, the mayor said, as Western
nations warned a convoy was on the move for a suspected Russian assault in
Ukraine’s east.

The city is crucial to Russia's effort to link Crimea with the Donbas region, where
Moscow-backed separatists have established de facto republics that even Russia only
recognized days before the war broke out in February.

Mariupol Mayor Vadym Boychenko said Russian forces have blocked weeks of
attempted humanitarian convoys into the city in part to conceal the carnage.
Boychenko also said the death toll in Mariupol alone could surpass 20,000.
Boychenko also gave new details of allegations by Ukrainian officials that Russian
forces have brought mobile cremation equipment to Mariupol to dispose of the
corpses of victims of the siege.

Obama: Putin has ‘always been ruthless,’ but invasion is ‘reckless’
Former President Barack Obama weighed in on the Russian invasion of Ukraine in
an interview with NBC News’ TODAY, answering questions about his handling of
Russian relations while in office and Russian President Vladimir Putin’s state of
mind.

Obama also said that the war in Ukraine and the Russian annexation of Crimea in
2014 are a reminder "to not take our own democracy for granted,” adding that the
Biden administration is “doing what it needs to be doing.”

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2022/04/11/ukraine-russia-invasion-live-updates/9535346002/


“Putin has always been ruthless against his own people, as well as others,” Obama
said. “What we have seen with the invasion of Ukraine is him being reckless in a way
that you might not have anticipated eight, 10 years ago, but you know, the danger was
always there.”

European countries make moves to ease dependence on Russian energy
Italy will begin importing more natural gas across a Mediterranean pipeline from
Algeria soon, Europe’s latest attempt to distance itself from Russia as Moscow faces
building accusations of war crimes.

Italy’s biggest supplier of natural gas is Russia, representing 40% of global imports.
Neighboring Germany gets one-third of its oil and gas and more than half its coal
from Russia.

Europe’s dependence on Russian oil, natural gas and coal had left energy sanctions
off the table amid fears the entire continent could plunge into recession, although
reports of Russian war crimes against Ukrainian civilians have caused some
countries to reconsider.

Lithuania became the first European country to entirely cut itself off from Russian gas
imports in early April.

Italian Premier Mario Draghi told reporters that the agreements to intensify bilateral
energy cooperation and export more gas to Italy “are a significant response to the
strategic goal” of quickly replacing Russian energy.

Last week, both the U.S. and European Union escalated punishments on Russia: The
U.S. Senate voted unanimously in favor of banning the importation of oil from
Russia and ending normal trade relations with the country, while European Union
nations agreed to new sanctions on Russia that include a ban on importing its coal.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2022/03/08/us-bans-russian-energy-imports-oil-ukraine-invasion/9429633002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2022/03/08/us-bans-russian-energy-imports-oil-ukraine-invasion/9429633002/


Rodrigo Abd, AP. Cemetery workers work at a mass grave in Bucha, on the outskirts
of Kyiv, Ukraine, to identify civilians killed during the war against Russia, Sunday,

April 10, 2022.

Efrem Lukatsky, AP. Relatives watch exhume the bodies of civilians killed during
Russian occupation in Bucha, on the outskirts of Kyiv, Ukraine, Friday, April 8, 2022.



Efrem Lukatsky, AP. Men wearing protective gear exhume the bodies of killed
civilians in Bucha, on the outskirts of Kyiv, Ukraine, Friday, April 8, 2022.

SERGEI SUPINSKY, AFP via Getty Images. Slovakia's Prime Minister Eduard Heger
(C-L) stands next to European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen, and
European Union High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy Josep
Borrel as they visit a mass grave in the town of Bucha, northwest of Kyiv on April 8,

2022.



Efrem Lukatsky, AP. Relatives cry at the mass grave of civilians killed during the
Russian occupation in Bucha, on the outskirts of Kyiv, Ukraine, Friday, April 8, 2022.
An international organization formed to identify the dead and missing from the 1990s
Balkan conflicts is preparing to send a team of forensics experts to Ukraine as the
death toll mounts more than six weeks into the war caused by Russia's invasion.

RONALDO SCHEMIDT, AFP via Getty Images. Priests pray at body bags in a mass
grave in the garden surrounding the St Andrew church in Bucha, on April 7, 2022,
amid Russia's military invasion launched on Ukraine. The UN humanitarian chief

said on April 7 during a visit to the town of Bucha outside the Ukrainian capital Kyiv,
which included a stop at the site of a mass grave that Ukrainians had dug near a

church, that investigators would probe civilian deaths uncovered after Russian troops
withdrew.



RONALDO SCHEMIDT, AFP via Getty Images. UN humanitarian chief Martin
Griffiths (5th R) reacts at the site of a mass grave that Ukrainians had dug near a
church on April 7, 2022 during his three-hour visit in Bucha, a day after he visited

Moscow, where he met with officials to discuss the humanitarian situation in Ukraine,
more than a month into the Russian invasion. Griffiths said that investigators would
probe civilian deaths uncovered after Russian troops withdrew. Evidence of civilian
killings in Bucha and other towns around Kyiv which Ukraine has blamed on Russian
troops, allegations denied by Moscow have shocked the world and triggered calls for
new sanctions on Moscow. Russia's President has denied any responsibility for

civilian deaths, accusing Ukrainian authorities of "crude and cynical provocations"
in Bucha.

Rodrigo Abd, AP. A man carries a coffin next to plastic bags with corpses of civilians
as police conduct investigations in Bucha, before sending the corpses to the morgue,

on the outskirts of Kyiv, Ukraine, Wednesday, April 6, 2022.



Felipe Dana, AP. A Ukrainian serviceman stands amid destroyed Russian tanks in
Bucha, on the outskirts of Kyiv, Ukraine, Wednesday, April 6, 2022.

RONALDO SCHEMIDT, AFP via Getty Images. Body bags are lined up for
identification by forensic personnel and police officers in the cemetery in Bucha,

north of Kyiv, on April 6, 2022, after hundreds of civilians were found dead in areas
from which Russian troops have withdrawn around Ukraine's capital, including the

town of Bucha.



Rodrigo Abd, AP. Policemen work to identify civilians who were killed during the
Russian occupation in Bucha, Ukraine, on the outskirts of Kyiv, before sending the

bodies to the morgue, Wednesday, April 6, 2022.

Felipe Dana, AP. Dozens of bodies wait to be buried at a cemetery in Bucha, outskirts
of Kyiv, Ukraine, Tuesday, April 5, 2022. Ukraine’s president told the U.N. Security
Council on Tuesday that the Russian military must be brought to justice immediately
for war crimes, accusing invading troops of the worst atrocities since World War II.
He stressed that Bucha was only one place and there are more with similar horrors.



SERGEI SUPINSKY, AFP via Getty Images. People react as they gather close to a
mass grave in the town of Bucha, Ukraine.

RONALDO SCHEMIDT, AFP via Getty Images. Bodies lie on a street in Bucha,
Ukraine , northwest of Kyiv, as Ukraine says Russian forces are making a "rapid

retreat" from northern areas around Kyiv and the city of Chernigiv, on April 2, 2022.



SERGEI SUPINSKY, AFP via Getty Images. Workers prepare to carry a corpse in a
body bag in a street of Bucha, Ukraine.

Vadim Ghirda, AP. Ukrainian servicemen attach a cable to the body of a civilian
while checking for booby traps in Bucha, Ukraine.



SERGEI SUPINSKY, AFP via Getty Images. Workers carry to a car the body of a
civilian man in the town of Bucha.

RONALDO SCHEMIDT, AFP via Getty Images. The body of a man, with his wrists
tied behind his back, lies on a street in Bucha, Ukraine.



SERGEI SUPINSKY, AFP via Getty Images. A man gestures at a mass grave in the
town of Bucha.

SERGEI SUPINSKY, AFP via Getty Images. Workers carry a body of a civilian man
in town of Bucha, Ukraine.



SERGEI SUPINSKY, AFP via Getty Images. Workers carry body bags to a waiting
van in Bucha, Ukraine.

SERGEI SUPINSKY, AFP via Getty Images. EDITORS NOTE: Graphic content /
CAPTION ADDITION - A man walks past a body of civilian in the town of Bucha, not
far from the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on April 3, 2022. Britain, France, Germany,
the US and NATO all voiced horror at Ukrainian reports on April 2, 2022, of nearly
300 bodies lying in the street in Bucha, with some appearing to have been bound by
their hands and feet before being shot. - The Kremlin on April 4, 2022 rejected

accusations that Russian forces were responsible for killing civilians near Kyiv. "We
categorically reject all allegations," Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov told

journalists. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP) (Photo by SERGEI SUPINSKY/AFP
via Getty Images) ORG XMIT: 0 ORIG FILE ID: AFP_327K28C.jpg



Vadim Ghirda, AP. The lifeless body of a man lies in the staircase of a building in
Bucha, Ukraine.

SERGEI SUPINSKY, AFP via Getty Images. A mass grave is seen behind a church in
town of Bucha, Ukraine.

Russia Warns Sweden, Finland Against Joining NATO
Isabel van Brugen - Newsweek



Mikhail Svetlov/Getty Images

The Kremlin on Monday warned Finland and Sweden against joining NATO, arguing
that the possible accession of the countries to the military alliance would not bring
stability to Europe.

Ending Ukraine's desire to join NATO was one reason given behind Russia's invasion
of its neighbour in February in a war that has pushed European countries to rethink
their security policies.

"We have repeatedly said that the alliance remains a tool geared towards
confrontation and its further expansion will not bring stability to the European
continent," Kremlin spokesperson Dmitry Peskov told reporters during a press
briefing when asked about the possibility of the nations joining NATO.

His remarks came shortly after U.S. officials told The Times of London that Finland
and Sweden could join the alliance as soon as the summer, with NATO membership
for both countries being "a topic of conversation and multiple sessions” last week
during talks between NATO's foreign ministers attended by Sweden and Finland.
will find ways to also address the concerns they may have about this

NATO Would ‘Welcome’ Finland And Sweden If They Choose To Join Alliance
An Estonian diplomatic official and an official in the U.K.'s NATO delegation
told Newsweek that The Times report was accurate. The Estonian official said both
Sweden and Finland participated in a NATO meeting last week.

The Times reported that Finland could submit an application for NATO membership
in June, with Sweden expected to follow.

Newsweek contacted NATO for comment, but was redirected to comments made by
the alliance's Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg last week.

Finland Prime Minister Sanna Marin said on April 2 that the country will make up its
mind by the end of spring on whether to apply to become a member of the alliance.

https://www.newsweek.com/finland-nato-membership-putin-warnings-backfire-ukraine-1694731


"Russia is not the neighbor we thought it was,” Mari said, adding that the country's
relations with Moscow have changed in an "irreversible” way since Russian
President Vladimir Putin invaded Ukraine on February 24.

The secretary for Sweden's ruling Social Democratic party, Tobias Baudin, told local
media outlets that it was reviewing its international security policy, and would discuss
whether or not to join NATO. That review should be complete within the next few
months, he said.

Sergei Belyaev, director of the Second European Department of Russia's Foreign
Ministry, earlier told Russia's state-run news agency Interfax that the two Nordic
countries not joining NATO is "an important factor in ensuring security and stability
in northern Europe.”

And a day after Putin's invasion began, Russian Foreign Ministry spokeswoman
Maria Zakharova warned of "serious military-political repercussions” should
Finland and Sweden join NATO.

Stoltenberg told CNN's Dana Bash on April 3 that should Finland and Sweden apply
for NATO membership they will be "very much welcomed by all allies” and that "we
will find a way to do that in a relatively quick way, to take them into the alliance.”

The move would see NATO grow to 32 members. Putin has expressed concerns that
the alliance's expansion east poses a security threat to Russia.

Newsweek has contacted Russia's Ministry of Foreign Affairs for additional comment,
as well as the Finnish and Swedish authorities.

Albania's former 'Stalin City' looks West with NATO airbase
AFP

Gent SHKULLAKU

https://www.newsweek.com/topic/vladimir-putin
https://www.newsweek.com/topic/cnn
https://www.newsweek.com/topic/dana-bash
https://www.newsweek.com/finland-sweden-stoltenberg-nato-russia-ukraine-joining-1695153
https://www.newsweek.com/nato-sweden-finland-public-politicians-russia-ukraine-1684621


In an Albanian city once named for Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin, dozens of Soviet-
and Chinese-made planes rust in the open air on a former communist airbase, some
with flat tires, others covered with dust.

Gent SHKULLAKU Officials are also hoping the base, which once employed 700
people, will create new jobs in the poor region, 85 kilometres south of the capital

Tirana.

The site in the central city now called Kucova is being transformed into a modern
NATO airbase, a symbol of Albania's westward shift -- and a key military buffer in
Europe as Russia wages war in Ukraine.

The renovation project was agreed in 2018 by the Balkan state and NATO, which has
already committed $55 million (50.4 million euros) to the project, according to
Albanian sources.

Construction began at the beginning of the year, ahead of Russia's February 24
invasion of Ukraine that has sparked fears of a spillover into NATO and EU member
states.

Though the timing of the Kucova base redevelopment was a coincidence, for some it
is a welcome one.
"The changed global security environment has now created considerable impetus for
the completion of the (base) renovation plan,’ a NATO official in Brussels told AFP,
speaking on condition of anonymity.

The base, due to be completed in 2023, will give the "alliance an important strategic
facility in the Western Balkans, within short reach of the Mediterranean, Middle East
and the Black Sea region”, the NATO official said.



Gent SHKULLAKU The aircraft now languishing on the airbase mainly consist of
Chinese and Soviet MiG's, Soviet-made Antonovs and Yak-18s.

- 'Clear message' -
After decades of global isolation, Albania became a NATO member in 2009.
It was shunned by much of the world under paranoid Communist dictator Enver
Hoxha, who forged close ties with the Soviet Union and China before falling out with
them over their apparent deviation from true Marxism.

Gent SHKULLAKU The authorities have to yet to decide whether they will be
auctioned, put in a museum or turned into scrap metal.

The country embraced the West after the fall of the communist regime in 1990, and
today is eager to become an EU member.



The defunct aircraft at the Kucova base are reminders of a chapter of Albania's
history many are happy to leave behind -- and a signal to Russia which has sought to
extend its influence in the region.

French political landscape 'formidably fragmented,' argues Pascal Lamy
"The construction of this base is a clear message to other players with bad intentions
in the Western Balkans region,” Albania's Defence Minister Niko Peleshi told AFP.

The construction is certain to irk Moscow, which strongly opposes any NATO
expansion into eastern and central Europe -- especially in the Balkans which has
traditionally been torn between East and West.

Today, Albania's neighbors Croatia, Montenegro and Northern Macedonia are all
part of NATO too.

For Seit Putro, who has worked in the finance department at the base for more than
30 years, it's a welcome confirmation of Albania's political allegiances.
"Once in the East, we are now in our place, next to the West, which is a good step
forward for all,” he told AFP.

- Job creation -
The 350-hectare (865-acre) site in the former 'Stalin City' was built in the 1950s
under Hoxha with help from the Soviets, and completed later with a network of the
same kind of underground tunnels that were dug across the country in case of nuclear
attack.

Once the NATO renovation is finished, it will function as a tactical operational base,
kitted out with a refurbished runway more than two kilometres (1.2 miles) long, an
updated control tower and new storage units.

It will have the capacity to host state-of-the-art military aircraft and can also be used
for refueling and ammunition storage.

Officials are also hoping the base, which once employed 700 people, will create new
jobs in the poor region, 85 kilometres south of the capital Tirana.

It will have a "very positive economic and social impact”, said deputy commander of
the base, Major Leandro Syka.

- 'Natural alliance' -
The aircraft now languishing on the airbase mainly consist of Chinese and Soviet
MiG's, Soviet-made Antonovs and Yak-18s.

At the end of the Cold War, the base had about 200 planes and 40 helicopters, which
were put out of commission as they were obsolete. About 75 remain today, and their
fate remains uncertain.

The authorities have to yet to decide whether they will be auctioned, put in a museum
or turned into scrap metal. For some, they hold painful memories from past conflicts.



Former pilot Niazi Nelaj remembers clearly his first flight aboard a Mig-15, which
bore bullet marks from combat in distant Asian countries.

But the 85-year-old is happy to see the airbase aligned with NATO, and he believes
Albania's previous pivot toward the East was only an "accident of history”.
"Albania's natural alliance has always been and will be with the West,” he said.

Russia Airs Its Ultimate ‘Revenge Plan’ for America
Julia Davis - The daily Beast

The Daily Beast

As Russia’s war of aggression continues to ravage its neighbor, the Kremlin’s
propaganda apparatus has been more blatant than ever before in outlining the
country’s goals for its biggest nemesis: the U.S.

Last week, American intelligence officials reportedly assessed that Russian President
Vladimir Putin may use the Biden administration’s support for Ukraine as a pretext to
order a new campaign to interfere in U.S. elections.

Though AP reported that “it is not yet clear which candidates Russia might try to
promote or what methods it might use,” Russian state media seem to be in agreement
that former U.S. President Donald Trump remains Moscow’s candidate of choice.
He Was Refused Food in a Diner, So He Came Back in Uniform and Did This

The time is coming “to again help our partner Trump to become president,” state TV
host Evgeny Popov recently declared. On Thursday’s edition of the state television
show The Evening With Vladimir Soloviev, Putin’s pet pundits offered an update on
plans for 2024.

“We’re trying to feel our way, figuring out the first steps. What can we do in 2023,
2024?,” Russian “Americanist” Malek Dudakov, a political scientist specializing in
the U.S., said. He suggested that Russia’s interference in the upcoming elections is

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-putin-2022-midterm-elections-congress-presidential-elections-7d24ef5ab29a74fb26eb1742982da133
https://www.thedailybeast.com/all-the-things-youre-missing-about-vladimir-putins-war-in-ukraine
https://www.thedailybeast.com/all-the-things-youre-missing-about-vladimir-putins-war-in-ukraine
https://www.thedailybeast.com/kremlin-tv-hopes-putins-unhinged-ukraine-war-propaganda-will-help-re-elect-trump
https://trace.mediago.io/api/bidder/track?tn=9220dd482c2a49631b4e66cca9f5f0ee&price=kE8Ekb3TMTcPObdDdYe6b3BbG-AakXZXRabrHKklXto&evt=102&rid=ebbef1ca89aa8c5be94d008201a26dda&campaignid=1091350&impid=webcompar-inarticle-1&offerid=4644121&test=0&time=1649806010&cp=3vDwPLFPqjkOmCUQ4QF2K7G9itQmkdNAUFzrVifWdqo&clickid=21_ebbef1ca89aa8c5be94d008201a26dda_webcompar-inarticle-1&acid=858&trackingid=c50b2ebfb2916241586ef765d0c2248b&uid=211E4CD96F046E19205E5DA66E166F5A&jt=2&url=Idlow9tTBHiZbeJglKAMWFKylkZA0n_oswsqeSgfNRtH-ufxwiHFF9pJe7B0lJt0uEPJ8AbEVAfBMfgWg9LMreqFNg5v5WYTuf0JXMvQoJs2VdVn5hEol4bVZ_uyFkmYRPp3sJxuc6CpdRdSiUmikxX17sZBf75Yege7olHM7vcNKvSs989Byu8su7aqrVOlB8aKKs7LhdZM8XpLNGzDpvnHTIpr4Zal8pTqpqWG_opBLnqZOKsO0rluzRp4sOKm9J_G6KwT_H0x9kuEEP9CeuIeru95bzHj-OPrQRbKLVl1xRwx3ffigVBoL6zZFuxQ7ffsxQTpoxIB_7ulsi0J9B_AfBbe7Bq1ueLcaSDpI4ThL0Z3BeZ04SNeYNlAz-4anzz5VidCDq9QXHYAHq26VZelWUUqR2SMHQyvJpviIrJxIMZ5ldBAJMiCSYNpSdgZAQNV6uxL5lG7YviUi9EH1mGjGhVlmwqh3tqz0RL9Du3X5moOyF21xRTOIK56ieWjn9A2daXeQhwHYfFCEIO7Hg&bm=2&la=en&cn=us&cid=1246935&info=JhrqwEua6rEPDWhzQJDuFj1dzcuwTAEwqCIRGwtri-aLSS8hslgpjOhwISjHn1my&sid=1__22__24__59__47__12__38&sp=kE8Ekb3TMTcPObdDdYe6b3BbG-AakXZXRabrHKklXto&scp=3vDwPLFPqjkOmCUQ4QF2K7G9itQmkdNAUFzrVifWdqo&acu=USD&scu=USD&sgcp=3vDwPLFPqjkOmCUQ4QF2K7G9itQmkdNAUFzrVifWdqo&gprice=kE8Ekb3TMTcPObdDdYe6b3BbG-AakXZXRabrHKklXto&gcp=3vDwPLFPqjkOmCUQ4QF2K7G9itQmkdNAUFzrVifWdqo&ah=&pb=m&iv=0
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still in its early stages, and that more will be accomplished after the war is over and
frosty relations between the U.S. and Russia start to warm up.
“When things thaw out and the presidential race for 2024 is firmly on the agenda,
there’ll be moments we can use,” he added.
“The most banal approach I can think of is to invite Trump—before he announces
he’s running for President—to some future summit in liberated Mariupol.”

Dmitry Drobnitsky, an omnipresent “Americanist” on Soloviev’s show, suggested
that Tulsi Gabbard should be invited along with Trump. Dudakov agreed: “Tulsi
Gabbard would also be great. Maybe Trump will take her as his vice-president?”

Gabbard has recently become a fixture of state television for her pro-Russian talking
points, and has even been described as a “Russian agent” by the Kremlin’s
propaganda machine.

If state television is any indication, the real agenda of the Kremlin’s operatives was
never limited to boosting any particular candidates, but rather aimed to harm
America as a whole.

Dudakov stressed: “With Europe, economic wars should take priority. With America,
we should be working to amplify the divisions and—in light of our limited
abilities—to deepen the polarization of American society.”

He went on: “There is a horrific polarization of society in the United States, very
serious conflicts between the Democrats and Republicans that keep expanding.
You’ve already mentioned that America is a dying empire—and most empires weren’t
conquered, they were destroyed from within. The same fate likely awaits America in
the near decade. That’s why, when all the processes are thawed, Russia might get the
chance to play on that.”

Dudakov’s Twitter feed, which he maintains despite the service being blocked in
Russia, offers a glimpse into his own propaganda efforts. Tweeting as “Duderman67,”
Dudakov focuses on criticizing U.S. President Joe Biden, Vice President Kamala
Harris, and Hillary Clinton—while boosting Trump.

On his Thursday show, host Soloviev argued that Russia wasn’t fighting against the
United States with full competency just yet, and griped about losing the main weapon
behind enemy lines: “the brilliantly-working structure of RT,” the Kremlin-funded
state TV network that was banished from U.S. cable stations last month.

He then offered up his own ideas about how to influence American voters without the
help of RT: “I would act through various diasporas. For example, I would work with
the Spanish-speaking media—since America is becoming predominantly
Spanish-speaking, with the colossal influence of Latin America, I would work through
their press, through those narratives, moving in that direction… they aren’t allowing
us to work with American media directly, but we have many opportunities that we
aren’t using thus far.”
Appearing on Soloviev’s show two days earlier, Vitaly Tretyakov, dean of the Moscow
State University's School of Television, complained that Russia: “had military
hypersonic weapons, but we don’t have informational hypersonic weapons… all of
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our forces need to be dedicated to that. We don’t have info-weapons equal in strength
to our hypersonic weapons... as opposed to what they have. You can’t survive in this
world without winning an info-war. That is out of the question.”

Pundit Karen Shakhnazarov suggested: “I would find it useful to break diplomatic
relations with the United States. I don’t see any point in maintaining them. And that
would deliver a crushing blow to Biden. There are plenty of people in the U.S. who
say that he is bringing us all to the edge of nuclear war. That will be a strong signal.”

That wasn’t the only talk of nuclear war on Soloviev’s show this week. On Thursday,
Soloviev confirmed a well-known concept frequently aired on state media when he
acknowledged: “De facto, we aren’t fighting a campaign against Ukraine, but against
the entire West.”

A parade of pundits recounted various ways U.S. sanctions are affecting the Russian
economy, and the limited avenues for Russian retaliation. Soloviev resorted to pulling
out his beloved trump card designed to intimidate the West: the threat of nuclear war.
He asked: “Maybe it’s time we strike them? Since we’re already a pariah state, a war
criminal, if everything is so bad.”

Short of nuclear holocaust, it is now clear that Russia is focusing its efforts on
distracting America from its foreign policy objectives by threatening to meddle in U.S.
internal affairs.

Speaking about the upcoming midterm elections on Soloviev’s show last week,
Konstantin Dolgov, the deputy chairman of the Committee on Economic Policy of
Russia’s Federation Council, predicted that “the results will apparently not be good
for the Democrats,” because of rising gas prices in the U.S. But the midterms, he
emphasized, are “just a rehearsal. The main elections are further ahead and
preparations for those are already underway.”


